2019 J&J Ventures PRP Program & Darts TOC Schedule Adjustment
ALL LEAGUES:
In 2018 Darts TOC changed to remote qualifiers for the TOC Elite and Gold Finales. These remote qualifiers were
scheduled every other week between the end of June and the end of August in 2018. This has created an issue for
our dart players that want to attempt to earn a spot in the Darts TOC Elite or Gold Finales. With only one or
potentially part of a second qualifier date and registration period available to our players, some players
experienced conflicts on the remaining date(s). Also, this has the effect of forcing all the JJVA players into the same
date(s) and brackets which increases the probability that JJVA players are unable to register or eliminate each
other.
J&J Ventures Amusements invests a considerable amount of time and money into The Darts TOC Program which is
the single largest prize payout in darts in North America. We of course want to do everything we can to increase
our player’s ability to compete along with enhancing their opportunities to advance.
We have decided to move the 2019 JJVA Player Rewards Program Finale event to July 12 – 14, 2019. This should
allow our post PRP Finale dart players three full qualifier dates to choose from and give them the full registration
period for all three.
This also means that our PRP Program season dates will also have to change. We will be making this date change
for both Pool and Darts. The 2018-19 season started on July 1, 2018 and will now end at Midnight on June 2, 2019.
This has the effect of removing 4 weeks of league and SBT competition from darts as well as 6 weeks of league and
SBT from pool for the 2018-19 season. To ensure that all players have an equal opportunity to max out on regular
season points each player will get a onetime season schedule adjustment bonus of 13 points (8 league + 5 SBT) in
the Dart PRP Program and 22 points (12 league + 10 SBT) in the Pool PRP Program. These points will be added
sometime in May 2019 to any player with at least 30 PRP Points at that time.

DARTS TOC VOUCHERS:
There will still be some early Darts TOC Qualifier vouchers awarded to allow some players to compete in the first
two qualifier dates as well. These early vouchers will still be awarded based on regular season point standings but
there will be a limit on the number of early vouchers awarded so that there are ample vouchers left to be awarded
at the PRP Finale. We have a tiebreaker in place for the awarding of TOC vouchers for ties in the points standings
after our PRP Finale.
TOC vouchers awarded before the PRP Finale will be done using the formula below based on PRP point standing
from league and SBT play from July 1, 2018 through June 2, 2019:
•
•
•
•

No more than 33% of the JJVA vouchers will be awarded prior to the PRP Finale. Currently that would
equal 13 men’s and 7 women’s vouchers.
Total Regular Season PRP Points as of Midnight, June 2, 2019. Must be at least 150 points.
1st Tiebreaker = Total Regular JJVA League Games Played. (We are unable to accurately track all Extreme
Team League games for all players without a high probability of missing someone.)
2nd Tiebreaker = Player MPR as calculated for the 2019 PRP Finale registration. (April 30, 2019).

The remaining TOC vouchers (25-26 Men’s & 12-13 Women’s) will be awarded through our normal process from
the PRP Finale & PRP Program results.
SPECIAL NOTE: Since Darts Toc has not yet announced their 2019 schedule for TOC Qualifiers as well as other items
that could affect our program, we reserve the right to change these rules at any time to ensure that our players
have a fair chance at being competitive.

